1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

In the global race for economic competitiveness, universities and research institutes have increasingly been saddled with the responsibility for promoting the economic impact of their scientific discoveries ([@bib62]). While facilitating the interaction between science and business has been found to have significant positive effects on society, structural change and economic growth ([@bib11]; [@bib29]; [@bib45]; [@bib79]), the actual transfer mechanisms of scientific discoveries into societal use still need further analysis ([@bib10]; [@bib39]).

The interaction of individual scientists with industry has been established as one central mechanism of university-industry knowledge transfers because, in addition to the perceived benefits for research productivity and quality ([@bib6]; [@bib31]; [@bib58]; [@bib75]), scientists\' collaboration with firms has also been affiliated with firm-level innovative output ([@bib3]; [@bib88]). The processes of industry interaction have been subject to thorough academic investigation, including studies on commercialization and spinoff formation processes (e.g., [@bib7]; [@bib53]; [@bib69]). To understand the underlying drivers of interaction in greater depth, research has further scrutinized the relationships among various forms of industry interaction and the individual-level factors, such as profile, that affect scientists. These factors include the personal motivations ([@bib20]), skills and experience ([@bib18]), gender ([@bib77]), strategic approach of the individual ([@bib14]), academic quality ([@bib57]), peer influence ([@bib76]), perceived barriers ([@bib78]), and proximity to industry ([@bib17]).

For reasons examined shortly, the scientific discipline, as the individual scientist\'s domain of academic work, culture, and ambition, has received surprisingly little attention in this context, although it may have potent ramifications for research and economic policy ([@bib19]; [@bib86]). In this paper, we contribute to correcting this deficiency. More precisely, relying on unique online survey data from 4,410 published researchers in 24 distinct scientific disciplines and subdiscplines -- including nontechnical disciplines such as medicine, natural sciences, economics and social sciences -- we explore how the type of scientist-firm interaction varies across scientific disciplines. Our focus is on collaborative types of engagement that have been found to constitute the clear majority of scientist-industry relationships ([@bib19]; [@bib59]).

Our results show that one-directional knowledge transfers, from a scientist to firms via seminars, conferences, corporate training, and consulting, occurs frequently across most disciplines. In contrast, bidirectional interaction in the context of public research programs as well as contract and joint research are the stronghold of technical disciplines and scientists who consider themselves interdisciplinary.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: We first describe the ongoing discussion on science-industry interaction and argue that understanding differences in its dynamics across scientific disciplines is of importance today. We then describe the application of econometric methodologies on the survey data from a large sample of Finland-based scientists, which allows us to relate different scientific disciplines to various types of industry interaction. After a summary of the results, we conclude by discussing our contributions to the extant literature and by developing implications for policy and future research.

2. Conceptual framework {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. The third mission of higher education and research {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------

Since the 'second academic revolution' and the consequent emergence of the so-called entrepreneurial university in the 1980s ([@bib24]; [@bib26]), universities and research institutes have gradually grown into their new role, the third mission, as active enablers and promoters of economic growth and social advancement ([@bib27]; [@bib25]; [@bib65]).

Despite some challenges, many governments, higher education institutions (HEIs) and industry actors alike have made commitments to institutionalizing academia\'s new tasks. Governments have thus explicitly integrated the third mission into the legislation that governs HEIs, the 1980s Bayh-Dole Act in the USA being one of the first and seminal legislative initiatives put forward. Other countries have followed suit. Finland, for instance, declares in its respective Government Bill HE7/2009, that "Better use of resources requires new kinds of partnerships between universities and business and other innovation system players. \[...\] This will improve Finland\'s international competitiveness, which is reflected in the economic and social well-being of the national economy." The similarities in governmental messages can be found throughout OECD countries ([@bib53]).

HEIs, on the other hand, increasingly perceive the third mission as an opportunity to build attractive profiles that highlight the institutions\' impact on and relevance in society and to help set them apart from one another in highly competitive, global and ranked higher education markets ([@bib49]; [@bib66]; [@bib72]). As public research funding has become increasingly competitive after the post-financial crisis cuts in Europe ([@bib64]; [@bib2]; [@bib15]) and the share of publicly funded basic research in the USA has decreased ([@bib51]), external industry funding has become increasingly important. When accomplished competently and with the right objectives, industry interaction has been found to support HEIs\' teaching and research missions by promoting both higher quality and a greater number of scientific publications ([@bib6]; [@bib58]). To enable success, HEIs have sought to develop networks with industry, setting up technology transfer offices (TTO) as well as research and innovation services that facilitate the interaction between scientists and industry ([@bib8]; [@bib34]; [@bib74]). In a UK study there was an enduring positive and significant impact found on the share of R&D employment two years after the end of projects ([@bib70]).

While these services have sparked entire branches of academic inquiry after the turn of the millennium ([@bib15]; [@bib2]; [@bib23]), the past decade has witnessed a proliferation of investigations into the role of the individual scientist in contributing to the third mission by way of direct scientist-industry interaction. Prior work in this thriving field has distinguished between (i) *commercial* types of interaction, such as patenting, licensing and entrepreneurship, and (ii) *collaborative* types that include thesis supervision, corporate training, consulting, and contract or joint research ([@bib20]; [@bib42]).

Research so far has shown that a scientist\'s personal 'traits' or motivations affect the nature of the interaction she has with industry ([@bib41]; [@bib61]; [@bib80]). For example, a commercially motivated person pursues economic objectives in her interaction with industry, whereas a mainly academically motivated scientist looks for different modes of collaboration ([@bib20]). Gender has a modifying effect here, as men seem to more frequently pursue commercial interaction than women. Female scientists\' industry interactions tend to be more academically driven ([@bib77]). Skills and prior experience matter as well, and thus, entrepreneurial experience or a preceding background in industry positively predict the exploitation of commercially motivated modes of interaction ([@bib18]). Overall, and irrespective of the type, interaction with industry engenders a virtuous cycle, i.e., mutually beneficial outcomes to both the scientist and the industry. The interaction has been shown to positively correlate with higher publication volumes and faculty quality on the part of the scientist as well as an enhanced innovation capability on part of the involved industry ([@bib6]; [@bib28]; [@bib57]). The particular benefits of the academic interaction for the innovativeness and knowledge governance of firms have been shown by e.g. [@bib36], [@bib46], and [@bib22]. What is interesting -- and missing from the studies cited above -- are the ways in which the scientific disciplines of researchers relate to industry involvement and activities. It is conventional wisdom that different scientific disciplines offer different -- more meager or richer -- potentialities for fruitful industry involvement and cooperation. If and when the general goal of research policy is to advance all disicplines\' receptiveness to the referred involvement and cooperation, then careful analysis of different disciplines\' impact on a researcher\'s mode of industry involvement is needed. It may be a necessary step on the way to realization of the general policy goal. This aspect is emphasised in EU science policy briefs, for example ([@bib83]).

2.2. A boundless world calls for boundless science {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------------------

The research field has shown some highly interesting diversification in recent years (e.g. de Jong et al., 2016; [@bib85]; [@bib54]; [@bib55], [@bib56]). Still, a large portion of the seminal literature on scientist-industry interaction focuses on engineering and engineering-derived disciplines of science. This state of affairs can be attributed to many reasons. First, the focus on engineering is driven by the availability of appropriate data, allowing for the construction of variables that capture the intensity and type of scientist-industry interaction. For example, studies based on the UK\'s Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council\'s (EPSRC) unique datasets provide individual-level information on received grants and the nature of the respective projects, including the extent of the industry collaboration. Second, the focus on a single discipline has been employed to demarcate the scope of inquiry and to homogenize the data. [@bib20], for instance, explicitly aspire to exclude such scientists from their dataset who were identified to have applied for funding from sources other than the EPSRC. The authors state that the aim was "to ensure \[their\] sample was representative of the population of researchers in the physical and engineering sciences." Although the authors identify the demarcation as a limitation and suggest broadening the scope in future research, from a methodological standpoint, the delimitation serves as an effective control of off-topic, discipline-related effects. Finally, engineering-related inquiry is induced by real-world challenges and seeks to provide insights for solving them. The applied nature of engineering-related inquiry speaks to the needs of industries and businesses that are constantly looking for novel solutions to maintain their competitive edge. Engineering disciplines are therefore a rich environment for the study of science-industry interaction.

The single discipline approach may, however, no longer be enough for many reasons. The overall generalizability of the results suffers from the single discipline approach. In addition, disciplinary boundaries are not rigid, and thus, multidisciplinary analysis is highly important. From a slightly different perspective, the rise of interdisciplinarity in general knowledge management cannot be emphasized too much (e.g. [@bib13]; [@bib30]). Complex global challenges and "wicked problems" demand deeply integrative approach especially from scientific disciplines. Finally, the ongoing and rapid changes in the patterns of economic growth pose totally new questions about the heightened potential of nonengineering disciplines and interdisciplinary research in contributing to the third mission of HEIs. Today, modern economies grow to a lesser extent within their individual sectors, as defined by statistical industry classification systems, than they grow across sector boundaries ([@bib51]). Current economic growth spaces -- such as smart grids, e-health, green chemistry or smart mobility -- have witnessed the evolution of linear and often industry-specific value chains into complex, cross-sectoral value networks of firms from various industry sectors "whose integrated efforts are focused on addressing the needs of the end customer" ([@bib16]). As the conventional concept of the industry sector is gradually becoming obsolete, the industrial or business ecosystem has come to replace it as a more fitting framework in the strategic management literature ([@bib35]).

The needs addressed by ecosystems are too complex to be addressed by the competencies of single organizations or even sectors ([@bib50]). In the smart mobility ecosystem, for instance, it is not uncommon to find value networks that connect companies from sectors as diverse as power utilities, telecommunications equipment manufacturing, data analytics, internet software development, automobile manufacturing, application software development, consumer electronics, media services, digital radio, internet retail, insurance, electronic equipment manufacturing, public transportation services and telecommunications operators. While being "fiercely competitive arenas in which companies fight for the best partners, technologies and networks" ([@bib40]), ecosystems provide plentiful growth opportunities by accessing the necessary resources provided by the other participants to the ecosystem, both incumbent and new ([@bib87]).

In their innovation and technology development efforts, complex ecosystems draw from a rich variety of scientific disciplines for input. In their study on innovation practices in multidisciplinary and multisectoral settings, [@bib4] contend that the generation of innovations benefits from collaborative, multidisciplinary environments in which both industry and academia coexist and cooperate. In this context, engineering disciplines are a central but not sufficient source of innovation. In autonomous transportation, for instance, psychology has become important in understanding how to address the human emotion of losing control, its effects on the perception of risk and the consequent impact on the willingness to utilize autonomous transportation solutions. Similarly, social sciences have been involved in estimating how changing generational preferences for vehicle ownership will impact the question of whether autonomous driving should be offered as a feature or as a holistic service. As [@bib12] summarize, the convergence of scientific disciplines, including the biophysical and social sciences, is much needed if the objective is "\[...\] to drive global sustainable development that delivers social inclusion, environmental sustainability and economic prosperity." This objective is well aligned with that of HEIs\' third mission and clearly necessitates analyses of the relevance of a scientist\'s discpline to her potential success in the emerging multidisciplinary operating field of industrial ecosystems.

2.3. Scientific disciplines and industry interaction {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------

As the contributions of disciplines across the entire spectrum of science are becoming ever more relevant from the standpoint of the third mission, and as academic disciplines are more intensive in their collaboration than earlier, what, then, do we know about the relationship of these contributions with scientist-industry interaction? For the reasons discussed above, the disciplines beyond engineering have largely been left without explicit attention in the discussion of scientists\' likelihood of interacting with industry and the respective interaction modes. The deficiency in insights was identified early on ([@bib86]), but the scientific community has been slow to react to the call. However, the existing scant evidence already suggests that differentiating between scientific disciplines and formulating tailored innovation policies are important prerequisites for the design of effective university-industry linkages.

[@bib5], for instance, have studied the factors underlying the propensity of scientific institutions and university departments in Switzerland to engage in a broad spectrum of knowledge and technology transfer activities with industry. By considering various forms, channels, motives and impediments of these activities as well as the characteristics that describe the examined departments and institutes, the authors show that engineering-, natural sciences- and economics/management-centered institutes and departments more actively engage in knowledge and technology transfer with private corporations than those representing disciplines such as medicine, mathematics or physics. Depending on the discipline, the forms and channels of industry interaction are shown to vary as well. In an earlier effort to identify determinants of university spinoff activity, [@bib52] provide related results, showing that federal research funding directed towards the life science, computer science and chemistry disciplines generates a positive effect on entrepreneurial activity at universities.

Disciplines are not isolated entities within HEIs but are embedded in and developed through the faculties and research units, which, for their part, indicate and maintain the quality and the culture of HEIs. Both quality and culture are difficult to measure. [@bib57] examine the relationship between faculty quality and its effects on a university\'s propensity to interact with industry. Measuring departmental-level faculty quality based on the UK\'s Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) scores, the authors are able to uncover discipline-specific variation in the respective patterns of university-industry interaction. Faculty quality in engineering, medical and biological sciences is found to positively correlate with industry interaction, while the relationship is negative in the case of social sciences. The authors argue that differences in discipline-specific task environments and gains made from industry interaction are reflected in the patterns of university-industry collaboration. [@bib37] analyze the effect of academics\' perceptions of their respective university\'s culture on a number of activities, including industry interaction. The authors find that scientists in the natural sciences tend to be more frequently aware of their university\'s entrepreneurial culture than their peers in the social sciences, which seems to lead to a positive correlation with the scientists\' propensity to engage in industry interactions.

Apart from [@bib37], the referenced studies share a similar level of analysis, observing science-industry interaction at the level of the organization, be it the university, the research institute or departments. By choosing a more granular level of analysis, [@bib37] acknowledge the importance of providing insights into the operational level of science-industry interactions: that of the individual scientist. [@bib20] show that the individual\'s personal motivations for engaging with industry are decisive with regard to the choice of the respective type of engagement. Academic motives are found to drive joint research, contract research and consulting activities, while commercial motives predict entrepreneurial activities such as patenting and creating spinoffs.

One measure of the quality of a researcher, used by [@bib18], is her existing skillsets. [@bib18] find that the objectives pursued in industry interaction depend on the scientists\' existing skillsets. While technological invention is positively affected by the scientists\' academic excellence and prior success in technological discovery, previous collaboration with industry and academic breadth predict the active exploitation of commercial opportunities.

Exploring effects related to gender, [@bib77] establish that female scientists less frequently engage with industry than their male peers. The authors argue that this phenomenon is explained by differences in the support for industry interaction in organizations and, more interestingly, by the absence of female colleagues active in the same scientific discipline at the local level. [@bib76] support the findings regarding the positive effect of peer influence in a gender-agnostic context, arguing that scientists of equal academic standing set benchmarks for their behavior by way of social comparisons with colleagues. The effect weakens, however, when the academic quality of the scientists approaches a certain threshold that sets apart star scientists from their more common peers.

Finally, [@bib41] and [@bib14] set out to demystify the positive link between academic quality and industry interaction. The authors\' results show that the academic yield of industry interaction -- mediated by industry funding -- is a function of the scientists\' proactiveness in setting the research agenda, selection of projects that align well with their academic work, and novelty of research topics. In this regard, the authors\' findings complement those of [@bib20] on a narrative level. This is to say, personal motivations with regard to academic objectives seem to drive both the choice of the type of and the strategic approach to collaboration in industry interactions.

Against the background of the summarized, surprisingly scarce research, we shed light on the explicit effect that a scientist\'s academic discipline has on (a) her propensity to engage in industry interaction and (b) the choice of the type of interaction in pursuing the activity.

We will contribute to the existing research literature by conducting our analysis on the level of the individual scientist. As the above summary clearly demonstrates, there are numerous effects that cannot be controlled for with an organizational-level approach, so they demand individual-level attention. In doing so, we first recreate the results established in the existing body of literature -- including effects related to personal motivations, academic performance, position, gender, and prior industry experience -- to then show whether the inclusion of discipline-related effects (a) has independent explanatory power and (b) will moderate the effects of the other established factors.

We also want to contribute to research that can support and advance the kind of interdisciplinary problem-solving the importance of which was outlined in chapter 2. 2. Accordingly, we pay particular attention to scientists with an interdisciplinary academic profile. As was already indicated earlier, interdisciplinary research is increasingly needed to generate scientific breakthroughs, solve societal challenges, and create useful innovations ([@bib32]; [@bib33]; [@bib43]). Examining the effects of interdisciplinary research on industry interaction is therefore well justified from the viewpoint of HEIs\' third mission.

In the execution of our research agenda, we distinguish between the various modes of industry interaction ([@bib20]). Our emphasis is on the *collaborative* interaction channels that are considered more central to the objectives of an academic career ([@bib19]; [@bib58]) than *commercial* channels that are often captured by measuring academic patenting activity, for instance ([@bib38]; [@bib61]). Collaborative interaction channels include collaborative research, contract research, and consulting. We extend this list by including educational activities such as industry interaction at conferences and seminars, corporate training, and the supervision of theses in companies. We further add integrated modes of interaction such as research in joint facilities and research as a company employee.

3. Data and main variables {#sec3}
==========================

3.1. Sample and data collection {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------

Collected in spring 2017, our data come from an online survey targeting all scientists that, at the time, (i) were affiliated with a Finnish institution, including universities, research institutes, companies, and/or other types of organization; (ii) were actively pursuing a career in research and had, thus, published work as a sole or coauthor with other researchers in journals subject to peer review between 2015 and 2017; and (iii) had provided an email address in their published work. No restrictions were imposed on the scientific discipline.

The contact information was retrieved from the Thomson Reuters Web of Science database (TRWS) and curated by the library of Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (Bibmet) in Stockholm, Sweden, based on the above specifications. The final target population included 13,746 researchers, of which 4,735 (34 %) answered at least one survey question, and 2,798 (20,4 %) responded to all of the questions of interest in this study.

The survey was available in both Finnish and English, and it had been validated in a targeted pilot prior to implementation, involving a smaller number of scientists in various scientific disciplines in Finland.

A link to the survey was sent to all 13,746 scientists as part of an email invitation. The invitation was followed by two reminders at one week intervals. The survey included a broad variety of questions, covering the essential background information about the respondents (discipline, position, age, gender, education, publications, professional experience) and including topics such as research team activity, funding, industry interaction (motivations, channels, outcomes, challenges), commercialization of research findings, and university technology transfer services.

Due to our focus on HEI-industry interaction, in this study, we use a subsample that only includes scientists who currently work at a university, university of applied sciences, or research institute. Conversely, respondents working at companies or other organizations (altogether 325 observations) were excluded from the data. The final sample consists of 4,410 respondents, of which 2,661 answered all questions used in the analyses of this study.

3.2. Response rate bias {#sec3.2}
-----------------------

We conducted a response rate analysis to account for the possibility of response rate bias in our main explanatory dimension, the scientific discipline. To this end, we exploited bibliometric information on the subdisciplines of the journals based on which the respective scientists were originally included in the target group. According to the TRWS journal classification system, the respondents represent 240 different scientific subdisciplines. In general, the distribution of the respondents across disciplines is well in line with that of the original target population; we observe no significant differences in 205 out of 240 subdisciplines.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} In the remaining 35 subdisciplines, however, differences are perceptible.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} These 35 subdisciplines are represented by 29 % of the respondents. The differences are a result of the overly granular TRWS classification of disciplines.

To further investigate the possible selection bias using a set of disciplines that reflects the classic categorization encountered in the literature, the 240 subdisciplines were reduced by way of aggregation to 8 principal disciplines.[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} As detailed shortly, these 8 principal disciplines are also used in the primary analyses of the study as variables to capture discipline-related effects on industry interaction. In contrast to the highly granular classification, the respondents\' representation of the target population across the aggregated disciplines is uniformly adequate, although not identical, as the response rate in the humanistic sciences is significantly higher (\>40 %) than in other disciplines. The response rates are lowest among scientists in natural and technical sciences (\~27 %). To consider possible response bias and its potential impact on the data\'s representativeness, the disciplines and several other background factors of the respondents are controlled for in further analyses. In addition, a robustness analysis utilizing multiple imputation (MICE) is applied to address the possibility of response bias.

3.3. Dependent, explanatory and control variables {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------

### 3.3.1. Dependent variables {#sec3.3.1}

In this study, our primary focus is on the relationship between scientific disciplines and types of collaborative interactions between researchers and industry. To capture and operationalize the latter, the survey questionnaire included a battery of questions on the intensity of scientists\' collaborative interactions with companies. Options for the types of interaction included (i) *conferences and seminars*, (ii) provision of *corporate training*, (iii) *supervision of theses* written in company contexts, (iv) *joint publications*, (v) *research-related consulting*, (vi) participation in joint *public research programs*, (vii) *contract research*, (viii) research in *shared facilities*, and (ix) *employment relationships* with companies. The respondents evaluated the intensity of their interactions with industry in these nine categories by answering the question "To what extent have you been in contact with companies in the following ways in the past 5 years?" on a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 4.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"}

The responses confirmed that scientists can simultaneously engage in several types of industry interaction. The combination of the types of interaction in which a scientist engages creates an individual industry interaction profile. We employed varimax rotated principal component analysis (PCA) to both capture these profiles in our measure of industry interaction and to reduce the dependent variables in the primary analyses to a workable number without discarding essential information. As a result of the PCA, the original nine types of interaction converged into three distinct categories, which serve as our dependent variables (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The variables take on values between one and four, denoting the arithmetic averages of the values for the individual cooperation types included in the respective variable.Table 1To what extent have you been in contact with companies in the following ways in the past 5 years?Table 1Cooperation modeComp1Comp2Comp3UnexplainedConferences and seminars0.16**0.40**0.020.46Corporate training/Lecturing to companies-0.07**0.67**-0.050.30Supervision of theses0.04**0.49**0.030.46Joint publication**0.38**0.070.180.43Research related consulting**0.37**0.180.020.42Public research programs**0.51**0.05-0.120.39Contract research**0.59**-0.140.010.35Common research or other facilities0.15-0.21**0.71**0.29Employment relationships with companies-0.200.22**0.67**0.32[^1]

The first category, *educational interaction*, describes industry collaboration with educational motives, including the channels *conferences and seminars*, *corporate training*, and the *supervision of theses* (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The second category, *research interaction*, represents a more established form of collaboration that serves academic ends, including the channels *joint publication*, *research-related consulting*, *public research programs*, and *contract research*. The third and final category, *integrated interaction*, describes the two most structured types of collaboration that take place in *joint facilities* or as an *employee in the industry*.Table 2Summary of factor analysis results.Table 2Channels of company cooperationCooperation typeConferences and seminarsEducational interactionCorporate training/Lecturing to companiesSupervision of thesesJoint publicationResearch interactionResearch related consultingPublic research programsContract researchCommon research or other facilitiesIntegrated interactionEmployment relationships with companies

### 3.3.2. Explanatory variables {#sec3.3.2}

#### 3.3.2.1. Scientific discipline {#sec3.3.2.1}

Given the objective of the study, our focal explanatory variables are a set of indicators that identify the respondents\' current scientific discipline. The discipline was self-reported by the respondents who chose from a classification of 24 different disciplines across all fields of science. The classification corresponds with that of the former Thompson Reuters ISI Web of Knowledge, now Web of Science by Clarivate Analytics. The respondents were able to report more than one discipline. Missing information was imputed, first, using the scientist\'s self-reported discipline in which she had attained her highest academic degree and, second (if needed), using bibliometric information retrieved from the respondent\'s publications.

For the primary analysis, the 24 disciplines were pooled into 7 aggregate clusters that mimic the common department structure prevalent at Finnish universities (see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Respondents who had chosen disciplines from more than one cluster were labeled "interdisciplinary," forming the eighth and largest single cluster to enter our analysis. The surprising size of this cluster alone underlines the importance of and provides justification for examining the role of disciplines other than engineering in industry interaction. It is noteworthy that our criterion for interdisciplinarity is fairly strict, as it requires scientists to pursue research not just across disciplinary boundaries *within* clusters but also *across* clusters. A biologist crossing the boundary to biochemistry or an electrical engineer venturing into mechanical engineering, for instance, would not be considered interdisciplinary. While the interdisciplinary cluster is the single largest one, humanities form the smallest cluster in the data, representing 3.2 % of all the respondents. Due to the relatively large dataset, this share translates into 141 respondents in absolute terms.Table 3Faculty divisions.Table 3ClusterDisciplineTotal (%)Mathematics and natural sciencesMathematical sciences and statistics11.3Data processingPhysicsChemistryBiology and environmental sciencesBiology12.5BiochemistryEnvironmental sciencesBiosciencesTechnical sciencesMachine or automation technology14.3Energy technologyElectrical engineeringTechnical physicsInformation or communication technologyIndustrial engineering and managementChemical engineeringEnvironmental engineeringWood processing technologyMaterial technologyMedicineMedical sciences18.3Economics, legal and social sciencesEconomics and management sciences12.7Legal sciencesOther social sciencesHumanitiesHumanities3.2OtherOther5.0InterdisciplinaryInterdisciplinary22.7**Total100**

For simplicity\'s sake, we will refer to the seven clusters as scientific disciplines for the remainder of the paper. The classification corresponds well with that found in our reference literature.

#### 3.3.2.2. Motivations for interaction {#sec3.3.2.2}

Personal motivations have been found to significantly impact the choice of channel in industry interaction ([@bib20]). It is therefore pivotal to control for the effects of personal motivations in our setup as well. The respondents assessed their motivations to interact with companies in the survey, grading ten motivational drivers prompted by the question "How important have the following personal motives been for your cooperation with companies?" on a 1--4 Likert scale. Displayed in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, the ten motivation drivers were aggregated into six motivation clusters. Each motivation cluster is operationalized as the average value of its motivational items ranging from 1-4. The clustering is based on the results of principal component analysis (PCA). The PCA results are available in [Table](#dtbl1){ref-type="table"} A (in the end of the article). In the remainder of this article, we refer to these six clusters shown numerically in [Table](#dtbl1){ref-type="table"} A and qualitatively in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} as *motivations* and employ them as explanatory variables in the primary analysis. Our PCA results, including the distribution of the individual motivational drivers in the clusters, are largely in line with those of [@bib20] who reduce 12 motivational drivers into four distinct clusters.Table 4Summary of factor analysis results.Table 4Motivational driversMotivation clustersBusinesses are the subject of my researchResearch subjectSecuring research fundingResearch funding and topicsIdentifying new topics for researchAccess to instruments or dataData and instrument accessGetting to know business and industryNetworkingNetworking with a potential employerIdentifying opportunities for commercializationCommercializationNetworking with a potential commercial partnerIndustrial application of my research findingsRequest of my supervisorOutside pressure

Basic interaction checks between *scientific disciplines* and *motivations* already reveal noteworthy insights. According to a pairwise correlation analysis ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}; three most positive coefficients in gray), the motivations for interacting with industry do seem to differ across disciplines. Technical scientists, for instance, seem to be generally more motivated to interact with companies than their peers in other disciplines; their correlation coefficients are systematically positive and higher across all individual motivational drivers. In addition to the differences in levels, the motivational profiles differ across disciplines. Industry interaction among interdisciplinary scientists, for instance, is particularly driven by commercial motivations, while social scientists are more interested in gaining insights into the industry as a research subject. The significance of these differences was also tested using a multivariate analysis of variance across discplines and different motivation items. The test results support the impressions of the interaction matrix as the importance of motivation items differssignificantly across disciplines[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"}. A cross tabulation of all dependent variables with scientific disciplines is available in [Table](#dtbl2){ref-type="table"} B (in the end of the article).Table 5Correlations.Table 5Mathematical and natural sciencesBiological and environmental sciencesTechnical sciencesMedicineEconomics, legal and social sciencesHumanitiesOtherInter-disciplinaryBusinesses are the subject of my research-0.07∗-0.09∗0.16∗-0.16∗**0.09∗**-0.07∗-0.02∗0.10∗Securing research funding**-0.04∗-0.03∗0.23∗**-0.16∗-0.10∗-0.09∗**0.04∗**0.11∗Identifying new topics for research-0.04∗-0.07∗**0.21∗**-0.16∗-0.05∗-0.07∗**0.04∗**0.10∗Access to instruments or data-0.06∗**-0.04∗**0.08∗**-0.06∗-0.02∗-0.05∗0.03∗**0.09∗Getting to know business and industry-0.04∗-0.08∗0.20∗-0.15∗**-0.01∗-0.05∗**0.010.10∗Networking with a potential employer**-0.01∗-0.03∗**0.18∗-0.12∗-0.09∗**-0.05∗**0.000.09∗Identifying opportunities for commercialization-0.05∗-0.06∗0.19∗**-0.11∗**-0.11∗-0.08∗0.02∗**0.15∗**Networking with a potential commercial partner-0.05∗-0.05∗0.21∗-0.11∗-0.12∗-0.08∗0.01∗**0.14∗**Industrial application of my research findings-0.04∗-0.07∗**0.26∗**-0.15∗-0.14∗-0.09∗0.00**0.15∗**Request of my supervisor**0.01∗**-0.05∗0.14∗**-0.08∗**-0.07∗-0.06∗0.000.07∗[^2][^3]

These preliminary tests give rise to expectations regarding the outcome of our primary analysis: given that the connection between interaction motivations and the choice of interaction channel has been established in the literature ([@bib20]), we expect that the effects of discipline on interaction motivations will also further be reflected in the choice of interaction type.

#### 3.3.2.3. Academic performance {#sec3.3.2.3}

To control for the effects of academic performance on industry interaction, we include four categorical variables measuring the number of academic publications into our primary analysis. [@bib6] uncover a nonlinear relationship between industry interaction and academic performance. Academic performance, which was similarly proxied by the number of scientific publications, was found to increase with the share of industry sponsored funding up to a maximum of 30--40 % after which academic performance started to degenerate again. The increase in the time consuming industry related innovations activities, for example, may be the reason for this decline.

#### 3.3.2.4. Industry experience {#sec3.3.2.4}

We incorporate a dummy variable to control for the effects of scientists\' prior professional experience in the industry. The respondents qualified as having industry experience if they indicated having worked at a company for at least a full calendar year in their past. Industry experience has been shown to positively affect a scientist\'s propensity to interact with companies for commercial ends ([@bib18]).

#### 3.3.2.5. Gender {#sec3.3.2.5}

According to [@bib77], female scientists have a lower propensity to interact with industry than male scientists. To correct for systematic effects related to gender, we therefore adopt the respective dummy variable in the primary analysis. Due to considerations with regard to compatibility with other datasets, the survey questionnaire did not feature a genderless option.

#### 3.3.2.6. Position {#sec3.3.2.6}

As [@bib76] note, the behavior of peers in the same hierarchical reference group influences the propensity of scientists to interact with industry. We control for position-related effects in four categories, ranging from postgraduate student and postdoctoral scientist to a senior position in charge of several research teams.

#### 3.3.2.7. Control vector {#sec3.3.2.7}

Our controls include the share of the corporate funding of total research funding, age, and length of academic career. In addition, we have controlled for organizational fixed effects of specific HEIs and research institutes by including 19 organizational dummies into the models that aim to absorb unobserved institutional factors that may affect scientists\' motivations and methods of engaging in industry interaction and cannot be captured using the available individual-level factors. These 19 organizations consist mainly of higher education institutions and research organizations.

[Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} summarizes the descriptive statistics of all the variables employed in the primary analysis.Table 6Descriptive statistics.Table 6VariableNo. of obsMeanStd. Dev.MinMaxCoop. mode: Educational38951.820.7014Coop. mode: Research38941.690.7114Coop. mode: Integrated38681.280.5314Disc: Mathematics and natural sciences44100.110.3201Disc: Biology & environmental sciences44100.120.3301Disc: Technical sciences44100.140.3501Disc: Medicine44100.180.3901Disc: Economics, legal and social sciences44100.130.3301Disc: Humanities44100.030.1801Disc: Other44100.050.2201Disc: Interdisciplinary44100.230.4201Motivation: Research subject35621.781.1014Motivation: Funding and topics35622.541.0614Motivation: Data and instrument access35471.860.9614Motivation: Commercialization35811.970.9114Motivation: Networking35881.960.8814Motivation: Outside pressure35351.570.8314Share of corp. funding (ln)3330-1.294.77-6.94.6Gender: Woman44080.440.5001Age (years)401344.3810.722087Yrs. since graduation435812.449.72157Has worked in a company (0/1)41460.240.4301No. of publications: 0 or don\'t know41400.010.1001Publ: 1-941400.350.4801Publ: 10-4941400.410.4901Publ: 50+41400.230.4201Position: Other40660.060.2301Position: Leader of groups40660.280.4501Position: Leader of a group40660.270.4401Position: Researcher40660.320.4701Position: Ph.D. student40660.080.2701Organization: Other org44100.080.2801Organization: Org 144100.220.4101Organization: Org 244100.110.3101Organization: Org 344100.100.2901Organization: Org 444100.080.2801Organization: Org 544100.070.2501Organization: Org 644100.060.2301Organization: Org 744100.050.2201Organization: Org 844100.030.1601Organization: Org 944100.020.1501Organization: Org 1044100.010.1101Organization: Org 1144100.010.0901Organization: Org 1244100.000.0701Organization: Org 1344100.000.0601Organization: Org 1444100.000.0601Organization: Org 1544100.040.1901Organization: Org 1644100.030.1701Organization: Org 1744100.050.2201Organization: Org 1844100.020.1401Organization: Org 1944100.010.1101

4. Results {#sec4}
==========

[Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} provides the main results of the study. The two sets, Models 1 and 2, are obtained by employing OLS linear regression models with robust (Huber-White-sandwich) standard errors. The results are supported by an extensive robustness analysis, which is presented in section [4.3](#sec4.3){ref-type="sec"}.Table 7Results (Model 1: disciplines excluded/Model 2: disciplines included).Table 7Model 1Model 2Educational\
InteractionResearch\
InteractionIntegrated\
InteractionEducational\
InteractionResearch\
InteractionIntegrated\
InteractionDisc: Mathematics and natural sciences*Comparison class*Disc: Biology and environmental sciences0.0130.0270.034Disc: Technical sciences0.157∗∗∗0.297∗∗∗0.009Disc: Medicine0.194∗∗∗-0.001-0.001Disc: Economics, legal and social sciences0.126∗∗∗0.008-0.032Disc: Humanities-0.064-0.046-0.027Disc: Other0.157∗∗∗0.100∗0.008Disc: Interdisciplinary0.139∗∗∗0.099∗∗∗-0.006Motivation: Research subject0.102∗∗∗0.043∗∗∗0.0010.100∗∗∗0.045∗∗∗0.003Motivation: Funding and topics0.155∗∗∗0.141∗∗∗-0.0030.164∗∗∗0.134∗∗∗-0.003Motivation: Data and instrument access-0.0010.0160.030∗∗-0.0050.020+0.030∗∗Motivation: Commercialization0.073∗∗∗0.144∗∗∗0.078∗∗∗0.065∗∗∗0.128∗∗∗0.076∗∗∗Motivation: Networking0.0200.0040.062∗∗∗0.026+0.0010.062∗∗∗Motivation: Outside pressure-0.027∗0.024∗0.008-0.031∗∗0.020+0.008Share of corp. funding0.008∗∗∗0.012∗∗∗0.007∗∗∗0.006∗∗∗0.011∗∗∗0.007∗∗∗Gender: Woman0.056∗∗-0.016-0.0180.037+-0.002-0.019Age0.010∗∗∗0.004∗∗∗-0.0010.010∗∗∗0.004∗∗∗-0.001Yrs. Since graduation-0.004+-0.0020.000-0.004∗∗-0.002-0.001Has worked in a company0.140∗∗∗0.087∗∗∗0.246∗∗∗0.124∗∗∗0.081∗∗∗0.246∗∗∗No. of publications:0 or unknown*Comparison classComparison class*Publ:1-90.0510.269∗∗∗0.173∗0.0290.307∗∗∗0.172∗Publ:10-490.0800.287∗∗∗0.155∗0.0600.326∗∗∗0.152+Publ:50+0.0830.401∗∗∗0.171∗0.0820.439∗∗∗0.165∗Position: Other*Comparison classComparison class*Position: Leader of groups0.304∗∗∗0.252∗∗∗0.0180.255∗∗∗0.249∗∗∗0.017Position: Leader of a group0.184∗∗∗0.167∗∗∗-0.0320.138∗∗0.163∗∗∗-0.034Position: Researcher0.0650.042-0.0620.0370.041-0.065Position: Ph.D. student0.006-0.020-0.133∗∗-0.021-0.035-0.140∗∗Organization dummies (19) includedYesYesYesYesYesYesConstant term0.412∗∗0.187+0.684∗∗∗0.359∗∗0.1400.689∗∗∗No. of obs.266626662661280326662661R20.3970.5460.2310.3980.5570.230[^4]

4.1. Model 1: Benchmark with extant literature {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------------------

Model 1 shows the results without the inclusion of scientific disciplines in the analysis ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}). The purpose of the model is to establish whether our dataset is adequate to enable comparisons between our results and those established in our reference literature. To this end, Model 1 attempts to reproduce some of the central findings on the effects that different individual-level characteristics have on industry interaction, as established by our predecessors. As the results reveal, we are indeed successful in doing so.

Starting with the personal motivations for interaction, we retrace the results of [@bib20] by showing that they are significantly correlated with the various types of industry interaction. Motivations related to commercialization are particularly strong, as they predict industry interaction across all channels -- including educational interaction, which is not covered by [@bib20]. Our results for funding-related motivations are further in line with those of the authors\' and show a positive relationship with both educational and research-related interaction types. As a contribution to the extant insights, we show that an interest in companies and business as a research subject is another driver of both educational and research-related industry interaction.

In parallel with the results of [@bib6], we find a positive and increasingly strong relationship between academic output volume and research-related interaction types. The coefficients are significant and positive across all publication categories and increase from one category to the next.

In line with [@bib18] contributions, we find that prior employment relationships in the industry are a significant predictor of industry interaction via all the channels considered, at least when scientific discipline has not been controlled for. We find the same result to hold true for the share of corporate sponsored funding.

Our results pertaining to the effects of gender follow those of [@bib77]. Female scientists show a mildly greater propensity to interact with industry via educational channels than their male peers.

Finally, a high position in the organization seems to predict both *educational* and *research* interactions as opposed to positions of lesser responsibility. More specifically, the higher the position is, the more significant and larger the coefficient for the respective variable. The coefficients for *integrated interaction* lack statistical significance.

4.2. Model 2: The effect of scientific disciplines {#sec4.2}
--------------------------------------------------

The inclusion of the scientific disciplines in Model 2 provides two key observations. First, the original results of Model 1 remain robust and largely unchanged. This result has important positive implications for the wider validity of the findings made in the preceding, more engineering-focused studies. Second, disciplines indeed differ in both the propensity to engage with industry and the respective types of interactions for doing so, particularly with respect to educational and research-related interaction.

*Educational* interaction is the favored channel through which to collaborate with companies in many disciplines. The coefficients for medical, technical, interdisciplinary, legal and social sciences and economics are all positive and statistically significant. In contrast, biological and environmental sciences and humanities do not stand out in comparison with the control group, i.e., mathematics and the natural sciences. *Research-related* interaction, in turn, is a much less common channel for interaction and is largely the domain of engineers and interdisciplinary scientists. The coefficient is relatively large for the technical sciences in particular. To conclude, we find no significant differences among disciplines in *integrated* interactions, which might point to the type\'s commercially oriented and rare use among scientists in general.

4.3. Robustness analysis {#sec4.3}
------------------------

We employed several alternative methods of analysis to test our results for robustness. First, to mitigate potential effects that relate to the discussion related to the use of OLS on a bounded variable, we re-scaled our dependent variable to range between 0-1 and applied the generalized least squares model with binomial distribution ([Table](#dtbl3){ref-type="table"} C, in the end of the article).

Second, to investigate the limitations concerning the continuosity of our dependent variable, we rounded the three dependent variables back into integer values based on averages and applied ordered logit regression to re-estimate Model 2 ([Table](#dtbl4){ref-type="table"} D, in the end of the article).

Finally, in order to address the possible response bias related to the use of survey data, we imputed missing data using a multivariate imputation that relies on chained equations (MICE). MICE is an imputation method that is considered very advanced for dealing with missing data ([@bib67]; [@bib68]; [@bib81]). In MICE, missing data are estimated using complete data cases and iteratively utilizing the results from the previous imputed variables. The imputation process was repeated 200 times (m = 200), which was the highest number of imputations for our three dependent variables, suggested by a two-stage calculation using a quadratic rule by [@bib84]. After the imputation, we conducted a regression in a setting identical to that of the original analysis of Model 2, using the imputed datasets and their averaged estimates and corresponding adjustments to standard errors ([Table](#dtbl5){ref-type="table"} E, in the end of the article).

The output of the robustness analyses is convincing: all of the robustness analyses confirm the results of our original analyses. The results are reported in the appendices.

5. Discussion and conclusions {#sec5}
=============================

5.1. Disciplines and industry interactions {#sec5.1}
------------------------------------------

This study investigates academia-industry interactions, their types and differences between disciplines. The results of our data clearly show that scientific disciplines indeed differ in both (i) their propensity to interact with companies and (ii) in their respective channels of interaction. These results and their implications are discussed in detail below.

The effect of discipline on academia-industry interaction is recognized as important in general (e.g., [@bib71]) and even formative for emerging research fields in particular (e.g., [@bib73]). However, the effect is usually only analyzed within the boundariesof the most common disciplines known to frequently interact with industry, such as engineering and medicine. Discipline boundaries are not drawn by design but rather emerge with and are delineated by 'the disciplinary expertise and canon' (in Mertonian sense, [@bib48]) ingrained in the individual. Therefore, we base our analyses on data derived from active, individual researchers instead of entire institutions such as university departments or research institutes, for example.

With regard to *educational* channels of interaction -- i.e., arms-length relationships maintained via conferences and seminars, corporate training, and the supervision of theses in company contexts -- medical sciences stand out for their relatively high propensity to engage with industry. In medical sciences, a strong grip on the cutting edge of the most recent medical research is paramount, as the link between academic discoveries and treatment practices -- research and application -- is immediate. Falling behind has a direct impact on the objective competence of a medical practitioner and of a nonclinical researcher. Therefore, regular visits to conferences and seminars are practically obligatory for maintaining a stable research career in health care and the medical sciences. These events, in turn, are very expensive; so expensive, in fact, that it has been a widely adopted custom for companies to sponsor the participation of scientists. Doctors obtain the necessary training and knowledge while companies hope to generate goodwill. From the perspective of a scientist, this relationship is a relevant industry interaction, which is also visible in our survey results.

It is interesting that, in parallel with medical scientists, other disciplines and researchers, including engineers, multidisciplinary scientists, economists, and legal and social scientists, trump the control group in their propensity for *educational interaction*. These disciplines frequently produce both novel insight and foresight regarding the avantgarde in technological development, social and societal trends, legislative frameworks and industrial evolution. In doing so, these disciplines obviously support and help companies to maintain awareness of the developments and to design competitive strategies for the future. Scientists reap benefits as well, as they are able to scale and monetize their research-based insights as a service without sacrificing valuable time and resources on more structured collaborations with companies. [@bib60], 1885) argue that, in educational, opportunity-driven interactions, "the marginal cost of providing consulting is relatively low as \[academics\] possess the required expertise already, allowing them to appropriate rents." In addition to potential rents, for economists and social scientists in particular, the study of industry and business as research subjects is another major driver of *industry interaction*, as [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} reveals.

Our results tell an entirely different story with regard to *research-related* interaction -- i.e., research-related consulting, contract research, participation in joint public research programs and joint publications. While educational types of interaction are common among a number of disciplines, it is not the case for research-related interaction: only two disciplines, that is, engineers and multidisciplinary scientists, set themselves apart from other disciplines. This finding provides grounds for drawing a fundamental conclusion that requires some explanation: In contrast to educational interaction types that facilitate a mostly unidirectional flow of knowledge generated by academics and assimilated by industry, research-related types of interaction are more intensive, cocreative and bidirectional in nature. The engagement between the scientist and the company is more structured and symbiotic, arguably providing both sides with a meaningful benefit beyond rents. As [@bib20], 332) conclude, "\[...\] most academic researchers are keen to retain their autonomy by ensuring that collaborative work with industry is *conducive to* \[...\] *their research activity*." The conditions by which the collaboration is accomplished should be regulated at least to some extent by the necessary time investment.

The scientist expects an academic return on her investment of time, funding and intellect in an interaction with industry. As shown by both extant work, such as that by [@bib6], and our present results, a positive relationship between industry interaction and academic output indeed seems to exist. Thus, there seem to be other, more processual factors that strengthen scientist-industry collaboration motivated by, e.g., data and infrastructure access, and common or shared goals, such as joint development projects (e.g., [@bib21]). This process requires a more nuanced analysis of the potential and realized benefits of the collaborative actions and provides a rationale for re-evaluating the differential career paths by discipline.

Answering these questions in a robust manner is beyond the scope of this paper and remains an attractive challenge for future research. What can be said here, however, is that disciplines truly do matter with regard to the choice of the type of academia-industry interaction, and this choice, in turn, might have implications for the respective academic and industrial outcomes, as shown in research analyzing the closeness of firms and patenting and research centers ([@bib82]). Some scientists only convey results from the academic domain into the realm of business; others co-create results with industry in a space in which academia and business meet to solve real-world problems. We therefore caution against drawing overly sweeping conclusions from earlier, purely engineering-focused studies on the *propensities* and *outcomes* of academia-industry interaction, as engineers -- together with multidisciplinary scientists -- constitute a rather specific community among their peers in other disciplines.

Finally, the lack of noteworthy differences between disciplines in the *integrated* (research in joint facilities and employment relationships with industry) types suggests that the respective propensities to interact with industry are driven by factors that are not discipline-specific but are integral to individual scientist profiles. According to our results, these differences represent a need to access research-relevant data and instruments maintained by industry, as well as scientists\' prior experiences in industry and their commercial motivations for engaging in interactions.

While we have shown that the *types* of and the respective *propensities* for industry interactions differ among scientific disciplines, we were also able to corroborate that many of the findings presented in the extant literature on the *individual-level drivers of industry interactions* hold true *irrespective* of the discipline. This is a highly interesting result, as it challenges the many assumptions concerning the nontechnical disciplines and sheds new light on the 'usefulness' of nontechnical disciplines. As the comparison between Model 1 and Model 2 in Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} reveals, the results pertaining to the fundamental drivers such as gender, position, motivations and prior industry experience are very robust to controlling for discipline-related effects. In contrast to the results regarding the choice of type and propensity of interaction, this robustness has reassuring implications regarding the general validity of extant recommendations as pertaining to the above drivers of industry interaction.

5.2. Policy implications {#sec5.2}
------------------------

Our results have a number of policy-relevant implications. One size hardly ever fits all and is certainly not true when policies aimed at promoting the interaction of academics with businesses and industry are in question. Not only do scientists from different disciplines pursue different objectives when conversing with companies and industries at large, they also prefer different ways of going about it. While some researchers and disciplinary fields are content with spreading their insights via loose arms-length relationships, others demand a return on their academic research from companies in the form of co-created ideas, funding and instrumentation via more contractual and structured interactions. This difference seems to also relate to the investments, such as laboratories, needed. Fortunately, for the policy designer in charge of promoting universities\' third mission and allocating funding according to those activities, the differences among disciplines seem to be somewhat systematic, which should help in developing targeted activities and measures effective for individual disciplines.

Additionally, the results pertaining to multidisciplinary scientists -- and scientific fields -- are striking and worth a closer look. Not only are the inter- and multidisciplinary scientists comparable to technical scientists in their propensity for and choice of interaction, they are also -- and perhaps surprisingly so -- predominantly commercially motivated, as our preliminary evidence shows. For developing and reinforcing the growing demand for academia\'s third mission, multidisciplinary scientists seem to be the answer to policy designers\' prayers. If our results prove to withstand deeper and wider inquiry in future studies of the topic, the promotion of borderless research indeed seems to be an effective way to integrate academic achievements with the much called for economic development.

Finally, and in line with some previous studies (e.g., [@bib18]; [@bib20]), we find that a scientist\'s prior experience in industry is a strong predictor of industry interactions, irrespective of the discipline and channel of collaboration. Previous experience is a factor that needs to be thoroughly considered in designing recruitment strategies for the promotion of academia\'s third mission.

5.3. Future research {#sec5.3}
--------------------

The methodological approach of the study implies that our data are subject to the usual caveats related to survey deployment. These caveats include, for instance, effects arising from sample nonresponse, selection, recall, and evasive answer biases. While most of these biases were addressed by administering predeployment pilots, testing responses to alternative survey titles in the original email invitation, the design of a nonbiasing sequence of questions, and *ex-post* tests discussed earlier, we encourage future research to employ quantitative approaches based on statistical datasets akin to those provided by the UK\'s EPSRC for validating our findings, if such become available.

Furthermore, the results presented in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} provide interesting initial clues for the future search for reasons behind discipline-specific and diverging choices of channels, as the personal motivations to engage with industry seem to correlate with specific disciplines. While engineers, for instance, indeed aim to advance their own research via industry engagement, multidisciplinary scientists seem to be strongly driven by more commercial objectives, such as commercial opportunity recognition, commercial partnerships, and the industrial application of their discoveries. Our result is in line with those of previous studies addressing the cross-fertilization of disciplines and emphasizing the cross-fertilization of ideas ([@bib44]; [@bib63]). In the open-ended answers, which were not analyzed here, our respondents also bring forward the fact that, in the end, the individual researcher\'s choices are driven by individual motivations in addition to the disciplinary 'heritage' and contextual 'explanans', and we need future research to uncover how these factors differ by scientific discipline and academia-industry contexts.

Broadening the focus beyond engineering has become urgent, as digitalization is destroying the conventional boundaries of industry sectors and bears witness to their convergence in growth areas such as smart grids, smart mobility, e-health, and green chemistry. The complex, multidisciplinary challenges in creating growth in these emerging ecosystems ([@bib1]; [@bib80]) necessitate scientific cocreation across disciplines just as much as they call for intersectoral business models on the part of industry ([@bib47]). For relevant research and economic policy, it is then paramount to establish whether the lessons learned about science-industry interactions in engineering-driven disciplines apply in the scientific community more broadly. The industrial structure and business ecosystem are crucial in creating possibilities and enabling connections for scientific community. In Finland, the dominance of paper, pulp and metal industries have only few decades ago given space to the growth of the service industry and thus to larger scientific community, humanities and social sciences included.

Finally, our results point to interdisciplinary scientists as a special cohort of their own. Driven by commercial motivations, their propensity to interact with the industry is above average in both educational and research-related types of interactions. Therefore, interdisciplinary scientists form a promising target group for policies that aim to promote the third mission of higher education institutions. However, since the dynamics between interdisciplinary science and industry are outside the scope of the present paper, they remain a black box to a large extent. A potent avenue for future study presents itself in the question about the direction of causality between cross-disciplinarity and industry interaction. Our results cannot distinguish between interaction that is driven by the industry\'s demand for interdisciplinary research, on the one hand, and industry interaction that induces scientists to cross disciplinary boundaries in pursuit of, i.e., more relevant approaches to study encountered industry phenomena or corporate sponsored research funding, on the other. Moreover, more light on the individual-level profiles of interdisciplinary scientists, including the specific disciplines they bridge, is needed in the future.

6. Conclusions {#sec6}
==============

This article investigates the relationship between researchers from different scientific disciplines and their industry interactions, which is a vital component of current policy ambitions to promote the effective adoption of scientific discoveries in society for improved economic, social and environmental sustainability.

Our results contribute to the growing body of literature on the individual-level drivers of scientist-firm interactions ([@bib9]; [@bib39]; [@bib58]). With some exceptions ([@bib5]; [@bib37]; [@bib52]; [@bib57]), a large share of this prior work is grounded in data sourced exclusively from the technical and engineering disciplines of science ([@bib6]; [@bib20]; [@bib77]). Answering an explicit call by our predecessors ([@bib20]), we complement extant studies by focusing on the whole spectrum of scientific disciplines and their effects, with attention also being directed to interdisciplinarity.

We are able to show that industry interaction indeed differs by discipline in both the respective purpose and propensity to interact. While most disciplines engage in arms-length relationships with companies via conferences, seminars, corporate training events, and the supervision of academic theses in company settings, more technically oriented, multidisciplinary and even interdisciplinary scientists stand out from the rest by engaging in more structured and mutually beneficial partnerships, including research-related consulting, contract research, and joint research projects. Patterns of highly integrated interactions -- including direct employment relationships, research in joint facilities or patents -- are not distinguishable among scientific disciplines, possibly owing to their rare occurrence overall.

Policy designers need to understand that the effective promotion of HEIs\' third mission necessitates a large set of customized tools that are tailored to address the diverging motivations and objectives of scientists in the various disciplines to engage in industry collaborations. Arms-length, educational relationships are based on a unidirectional transfer of existing scientific knowledge to industry and will most likely not result in problem-driven, cocreative and more directly applicable discoveries, as more structured and mutually beneficial collaborative interactions do. Currently, engineers and interdisciplinary scientists dominate the domain of collaborative interactions. Designing appropriate incentive schemes for scientists in disciplines characterized by a lack of tradition in collaborative research constitutes a formidable challenge and calls for changes to discipline-specific academic cultures and other institutions of tradition that will provide for considerable transformational friction.

In conclusion, disciplinary developments and complexities in, e.g., biosciences or climate research, lead to disciplinary fields in which some older boundaries between disciplines are currently being renegotiated due to the complexities of research questions, data and outcomes. In practice, the disciplinary boundaries are first redrawn in academic research, and only with some delay are these changes made within academia. It remains for future studies of academia-industry collaborations to examine this effect.Table APCA of motivations for industry interactions.How important have the following personal motives been for your cooperation with companies?(1 = Not at all important; 2 = Somewhat important; 3 = Rather important; 4 = Very important). Bold indicates strong positive significance.Table ACooperation motiveComp1Comp2Comp3Comp4Comp5Comp6UnexplainedBusinesses are the subject of my research-0.01-0.02-0.03**0.97**0.010.020.03Securing research funding\
Identifying new topics for research0.00\
0.00**0.80**\
**0.59**-0.07\
0.10-0.06\
0.08-0.07\
0.130.07\
-0.110.13\
0.23Access to instruments of data0.00-0.010.010.01**0.98**0.010.01Getting to know business and industry\
Networking with a potential employer0.08\
-0.040.06\
-0.05**0.57**\
**0.80**0.20\
-0.11-0.11\
0.05-0.06\
0.050.23\
0.13Identifying opportunities for commercialization\
Networking with a potential commercial partner\
Industrial application of my research findings**0.54**\
**0.57**\
**0.61**0.00\
0.00\
-0.010.01\
0.06\
-0.090.00\
-0.06\
0.040.06\
-0.01\
-0.02-0.02\
-0.02\
0.040.22\
0.17\
0.20Request of my supervisor0.000.020.020.010.01**0.99**0.01Table BDescriptive statistics of all dependent variables by scientific disciplines.Table BName of the variableScaleDisc: Mathematics and natural sciencesDisc: Bio- & envir. sciencesDisc: Technical sciencesDisc: MedicineDisc: Economics, legal and social sciencesDisc: HumanitiesDisc: OtherDisc: Inter-disciplinaryTotalMotiv. driver: Businesses are the subject of my researchOrdinal, 1-41.551.462.201.362.211.241.691.941.78Motiv. driver: Securing research fundingOrdinal, 1-42.322.313.101.932.011.732.702.552.39Motiv. driver: Identifying new topics for researchOrdinal, 1-42.452.283.162.112.442.022.872.682.54Motiv. driver: Access to instruments or dataOrdinal, 1-41.691.761.991.791.861.612.051.971.86Motiv. driver: Getting to know business and industryOrdinal, 1-41.791.712.371.671.571.392.042.161.91Motiv. driver: Networking with a potential employerOrdinal, 1-41.941.752.541.652.061.752.092.172.03Motiv. driver: Identifying opportunities for commercializationOrdinal, 1-41.901.782.311.621.601.571.912.011.88Motiv. driver: Networking with a potential commercial partnerOrdinal, 1-41.861.822.531.721.571.432.102.221.99Motiv. driver: Industrial application of my research findingsOrdinal, 1-41.941.772.731.631.491.342.032.282.00Motiv. driver: Request of my supervisorOrdinal, 1-41.691.451.841.441.391.311.601.621.57Motiv. driver: OtherOrdinal, 1-41.261.291.231.261.281.271.441.471.33Motivation: Research subjectApproximately continuous, 1-41.551.462.201.362.211.241.691.941.78Motivation: Funding&topicsApproximately continuous, 1-42.452.283.162.112.442.022.872.682.54Motivation: Data&instr. accessApproximately continuous, 1-41.691.761.991.791.861.612.051.971.86Motivation: CommercializationApproximately continuous, 1-41.861.772.551.681.551.392.072.221.97Motivation: NetworkingApproximately continuous, 1-41.921.772.421.641.831.652.002.091.96Motivation: Outside pressureApproximately continuous, 1-41.691.451.841.441.391.311.601.621.57Share of corp. fundingContinuous, 0-10010.686.4228.207.367.451.9913.7215.5312.91Gender: womanBinomial, 0/10.240.550.220.630.560.550.540.370.44Age (years)Continuous, 0 +42.4145.4443.2245.2545.0146.9845.3343.9844.38Yrs. since graduationContinuous, 0 +12.7814.1612.2212.1311.6612.2111.9512.3112.44Has worked in a companyBinomial, 0/10.180.130.360.240.250.160.230.270.24No. of publ: 0 or Don\'t knowBinomial, 0/10.010.000.030.000.010.010.000.010.01No. of publ: 1-9Binomial, 0/10.320.250.400.380.410.320.410.320.35No. of publ: 10-49Binomial, 0/10.410.440.390.330.470.570.460.420.41No. of publ: 50+Binomial, 0/10.270.310.180.280.110.100.130.250.23Position: Leader of groupsBinomial, 0/10.210.240.300.300.270.210.240.330.28Position: Leader of a groupBinomial, 0/10.250.320.220.250.260.260.320.280.27Position: ResearcherBinomial, 0/10.360.310.310.320.340.330.280.290.32Position: Phd studentBinomial, 0/10.130.090.110.080.050.030.070.060.08Position: OtherBinomial, 0/10.050.040.050.050.080.170.080.030.06Table CResults or regression conducted using generalized least square model.Table CModel1Model2Educational InteractionResearch InteractionIntegrated InteractionEducational InteractionResearch InteractionIntegrated InteractionDisc: Mathematics and natural sciences*Comparison class*Disc: Biology and environmental sciences0.0210.0580.167Disc: Technical sciences0.319∗∗∗0.514∗∗∗-0.005Disc: Medicine0.397∗∗∗-0.010.019Disc: Economics, legal and social sciences0.246∗∗∗0.014-0.236Disc: Humanities-0.335∗∗-0.426∗∗-0.322Disc: Other0.3∗∗∗0.223∗∗0.068Disc: Interdisciplinary0.264∗∗∗0.224∗∗∗-0.042Motivation: Research subject0.162∗∗∗0.076∗∗∗0.0180.16∗∗∗0.089∗∗∗0.007Motivation: Funding and topics0.288∗∗∗0.302∗∗∗0.0220.291∗∗∗0.314∗∗∗0.077+Motivation: Data and instrument access-0.0030.037+0.085∗-0.0020.051∗∗0.107∗∗Motivation: Commercialization0.111∗∗∗0.241∗∗∗0.287∗∗∗0.102∗∗∗0.227∗∗∗0.253∗∗∗Motivation: Networking0.059∗0.058∗0.195∗∗∗0.063∗∗0.0390.238∗∗∗Motivation: Outside pressure-0.0340.055∗∗0.031-0.0250.076∗∗∗0.072+Share of corp. funding (ln)0.011∗∗∗0.019∗∗∗0.017∗∗∗0.011∗∗∗0.018∗∗∗0.016∗∗∗Gender: Woman0.082∗-0.057-0.0820.075∗-0.028-0.102Age0.018∗∗∗0.009∗∗-0.0070.016∗∗∗0.011∗∗∗-0.002Yrs. since graduation-0.007∗-0.003-0.002-0.005-0.005-0.004Has worked in a company0.227∗∗∗0.125∗∗0.834∗∗∗0.205∗∗∗0.13∗∗∗0.803∗∗∗No. of publications: 0 or unknown*Comparison classComparison class*Publ: 1-90.0470.498∗∗∗0.5540.0440.504∗∗∗0.628∗Publ: 10-490.1170.544∗∗∗0.6070.1270.551∗∗∗0.555+Publ: 50+0.1390.781∗∗∗0.716+0.1480.812∗∗∗0.637∗Position: Other*Comparison classComparison class*Position: Leader of groups0.642∗∗∗0.66∗∗∗0.2470.533∗∗∗0.619∗∗∗0.127Position: Leader of a group0.459∗∗∗0.515∗∗∗-0.0150.355∗∗∗0.465∗∗∗-0.097Position: Researcher0.2160.207-0.050.1370.185-0.218Position: Ph.D. student0.0720.006-0.447-0.013-0.038-0.552∗∗Organization dummies (19) includedYesYesYesYesYesYesConstant term-3.665∗∗∗-4.446∗∗∗-4.535∗∗∗-3.763∗∗∗-4.735∗∗∗-4.85∗∗∗No. of obs.266626662661266626662661Table DResults of regression conducted using ordered logit modelTable DModel 1Model 2Educational InteractionResearch InteractionIntegrated InteractionEducational InteractionResearch InteractionIntegrated InteractionDisc: Mathematics and natural sciences*Comparison class*Disc: Biology and environmental sciences0.1410.356∗∗0.281Disc: Technical sciences0.637∗∗∗1.112∗∗∗0.044Disc: Medicine0.799∗∗∗0.292+0.073Disc: Economics, legal and social sciences0.484∗∗0.335∗-0.206Disc: Humanities-0.606∗-0.508-0.172Disc: Other0.621∗∗∗0.502∗∗0.138Disc: Interdisciplinary0.535∗∗∗0.554∗∗∗0.039Motivation: Research subject0.307∗∗∗0.148∗∗∗-0.0330.303∗∗∗0.147∗∗∗-0.019Motivation: Funding and topics0.523∗∗∗0.603∗∗∗0.118∗∗0.537∗∗∗0.597∗∗∗0.122∗∗Motivation: Data and instrument access0.0190.127∗∗0.161∗∗∗0.0080.138∗∗∗0.163∗∗∗Motivation: Commercialization0.269∗∗∗0.504∗∗∗0.287∗∗∗0.242∗∗∗0.454∗∗∗0.269∗∗∗Motivation: Networking0.058-0.0150.308∗∗∗0.077-0.0190.31∗∗∗Motivation: Outside pressure-0.0690.161∗∗∗0.145∗∗-0.0630.162∗∗∗0.141∗∗Share of corp. funding (ln)0.025∗∗∗0.043∗∗∗0.02∗∗∗0.024∗∗∗0.041∗∗∗0.02∗∗∗Gender: Woman0.15∗-0.146+-0.204∗∗0.112-0.123-0.213∗∗Age0.033∗∗∗0.02∗∗∗0.0010.031∗∗∗0.02∗∗∗0.002Yrs. since graduation-0.013+-0.012+-0.004-0.01-0.012+-0.005Has worked in a company0.39∗∗∗0.311∗∗∗0.886∗∗∗0.374∗∗∗0.291∗∗∗0.891∗∗∗No. of publications: 0 or unknown*Comparison classComparison class*Publ: 1-90.180.2480.5970.1790.4310.597Publ: 10-490.30.3760.3850.3470.563∗0.377Publ: 50+0.2540.883∗∗∗0.5840.291.08∗∗∗0.552Position: Other*Comparison classComparison class*Position: Leader of groups1.042∗∗∗1.027∗∗∗0.1390.978∗∗∗1.032∗∗∗0.134Position: Leader of a group0.718∗∗∗0.73∗∗∗-0.1370.681∗∗∗0.734∗∗∗-0.157Position: Researcher0.2470.192-0.385+0.2330.197-0.397+Position: Ph.D. student-0.09-0.085-0.743∗∗-0.126-0.143-0.772∗∗Organization dummies (19) includedYesYesYesYesYesYescut14.177∗∗∗4.741∗∗∗3.772∗∗∗4.504∗∗∗5.189∗∗∗3.812∗∗∗cut26.92∗∗∗7.614∗∗∗5.817∗∗∗7.283∗∗∗8.11∗∗∗5.859∗∗∗cut39.693∗∗∗10.879∗∗∗8.153∗∗∗10.056∗∗∗11.408∗∗∗8.196∗∗∗Constant term0.412∗∗0.187+0.684∗∗∗0.359∗∗0.1400.689∗∗∗No. of obs.266626662661266626662661Pseudo R2 (Ologit)0.1950.2950.1380.2030.3030.140[^5]Table ERegression results of multiple imputation model MICE (m=200).Table EModel 2Educational InteractionResearch InteractionIntegrated InteractionDisc: Mathematics and natural sciences*Comparison class*Disc: Biology and environmental sciences0.0120.0170.03Disc: Technical sciences0.203∗∗∗0.302∗∗∗-0.019Disc: Medicine0.217∗∗∗0.0260.013Disc: Economics, legal and social sciences0.144∗∗∗0.03-0.018Disc: Humanities-0.122∗∗-0.081∗-0.046Disc: Other0.166∗∗∗0.132∗∗∗0.009Disc: Interdisciplinary0.14∗∗∗0.121∗∗∗-0.015Motivation: Research subject0.087∗∗∗0.04∗∗∗0.019∗∗Motivation: Funding and topics0.142∗∗∗0.127∗∗∗-0.021∗Motivation: Data and instrument access0.0080.0140.05∗∗∗Motivation: Commercialization0.043∗∗∗0.123∗∗∗0.089∗∗∗Motivation: Networking0.036∗∗0.000.071∗∗∗Motivation: Outside pressure-0.035∗∗∗0.010.036∗∗∗Share of corp. funding (ln)0.009∗∗∗0.012∗∗∗0.007∗∗∗Gender: Woman0.04∗∗-0.008-0.017Age0.009∗∗∗0.004∗∗∗-0.001Yrs. since graduation-0.003∗-0.0020.00Has worked in a company0.153∗∗∗0.074∗∗∗0.25∗∗∗No. of publications: 0 or unknown*Comparison class*Publ: 1-90.020.235∗∗∗0.046Publ: 10-490.0740.25∗∗∗0.043Publ: 50+0.0930.373∗∗∗0.07Position: Other*Comparison class*Position: Leader of groups0.193∗∗∗0.258∗∗∗-0.104∗∗Position: Leader of a group0.095∗0.166∗∗∗-0.136∗∗∗Position: Researcher-0.0380.043-0.139∗∗∗Position: Ph.D. student-0.095∗-0.044-0.216∗∗∗Organization dummies (19) includedYesYesYesConstant term0.505∗∗∗0.259∗∗0.818∗∗∗No. of obs.440744074407[^6]
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Many of the 240 mentioned subdisciplines are close to each other. As an example, 'biology' includes subdisciplines defined by organisms, taxonomies and approaches (molecular biology, cell biology, theoretical biology, matematical biology, ecology, experimental biology, etc.).

Two sided t-test with unequal variances, p-value less than 0.05.

For the purposes of aggregation, we made the TRWS-derived sub-disciplines subordinate to the respondents\' self-reported disciplines, which, in turn, were chosen in the survey from the 24 categories of the former ISI Web of Knowledge classification system. If the respondent had published in more than one sub-discipline, the one with the highest personal publication frequency was chosen.

Likert scale legend: 1 = Not at all; 2 = To some extent; 3 = Rather much; 4 = Very much.

F-test score \<0.001 for all four tests.

[^1]: (1 = Not at all; 2 = To some extent; 3 = Rather much; 4 = Very much). Bold indicates strong positive significance.

[^2]: ∗ Correlation statistically significant at 5% significance level (p \< 0.05).

[^3]: The top three most positive correlations with statistical significance in each discipline are marked with bold.

[^4]: \+ p \< 0.15, ∗p \< 0.10, ∗∗p \< 0.05, ∗∗∗p \< 0.01.

[^5]: \+ p \< 0.15, ∗p \< 0.10, ∗∗p \< 0.05, ∗∗∗p \< 0.001.

[^6]: \+ p \< 0.15, ∗p \< 0.10, ∗∗p \< 0.05, ∗∗∗p \< 0.001.
